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ABSTRACT

Humans are from nature so whatever we do to nature it comes back to us. It is an admitted fact
that due to current harmful anthropological activities environment is under stress and the same
is reflected in daily lives in form of depleting resources, economic fluctuations, natural
devastations and unhealthy localities and lifestyle. So this drew attention of business houses to
inculcate ecological thinking into every business angle and hence gave rise to the need of
green marketing which although exists in our daily lives and is practiced from time to time but
yet have to be made part of our daily lives to bring back the balance in eco-system and its
components and hence to bring back life to our future generations with health and comfort.
Today humans are surviving in money driven society. The use of renewable sources of energy
will result in healthy lives and can be recycled bringing no damage to environment and have
long run economic benefits too. Green marketing is the use of eco-friendly products, using
green process and inculcating ecological thoughts for mutual benefit of environment and humans.
Green marketing is optimum utilization of natural resources and thus enjoys unlimited tangible
as well as intangible benefits and hence economically as well as ecologically justified. Green
marketing involves green process so making use of neat and clean technologies can bring
healthy life. Green marketing causes mutual benefits to humans as well as environment so
ethically valuable and can be carried generations to generations. So if green marketing is valued
there are possibilities of green societies with ecological sound practices and healthy lives with
perfect environment. Green marketing if practiced brings intangible benefits of positive image
in the society and acts as source of inspiration for others. Only little bit changes are needed in
every class like if one is manufacturer they need to focus green products with green process,
distributors need to have green communication to retailers and they need to create green
awareness into consumers with green message, consumers need to have green purchase with
green product choices and stakeholders need to have green behavior which drives us towards
ecological or in other words green societies. Similarly green marketing mix is necessary to
follow as it is urgent need of time. There is need to redesign products with value added renewable
features as per ecological standards with little molding in physical evidences like biodegradable
green packing with green labels and sustainable energy-efficient process is followed along with
promotion associated with personal, economic, social and environmental benefits will make
green marketing as solution to most of our problems.
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INTRODUCTION

Just imagine a picture of future societies -
all are fighting for their own survival and killing
each other for scare natural resources as when
men today are not leaving anything for them what

they will leave for each other. Heart is rendering
but true climax of situation with this selfish attitude
of man being only users of earth resources for
own benefit neglecting not only future
generations but other living species too. Can man
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survive alone on this earth so when it is not
possible why killing other species for selfish
benefit? Why men are exploiting natural
resources which are causing death of living and
non-living elements of eco-system? The fact is
all know but never realize that slowly green
marketing is becoming part of life and is an
essential element for future. Human being is
directly or indirectly using it but it remains hidden.
Human being can be benefited from it directly if
realizes its importance and indirectly because
someone else would be doing so for the benefit
of society as a whole. Green marketing is a thing
which connects all the humans and not only
humans together; it has also connected man with
other living and non- living elements. Shocking
but true only humans need to understand it and
its importance in daily lives.

There is no harm in changing thinking to
ecological angles and bringing excellent results
for the upliftment  of human race as a whole.
Problem is not using green marketing .  Man only
needs to educate himself of how to use it.
Everything remains same only little bit of
ecological thinking in minds and excellent change
in society.

If we go to basics of society in layman
language, it is a group of people coming together
for a purpose and its modified version in simple
terms is a group of individuals which follow same
culture and practices so why not to change for
the benefit of society so that same thing would
be practiced by everyone (http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Society). Alone we can stand for change and
together we can bring the change. Only human
being needs to understand that it is difficult to
start and only starting needs more efforts but later
on things which are beneficial will be adapted by
people sooner or later so why not to adapt
something which is good for all the livings and
non- living elements of eco-system to drive the
change towards betterment of human race in
narrow term and whole universe in a broader
aspect. There are several direct as well as
indirect benefits of green marketing to society.

GREEN MARKETING HISTORY

The term Green Marketing came into
prominence in the late 1980s and early 1990s
(Dodds  2007). The American Marketing

Association (AMA) held the first workshop on
“Ecological Marketing” in 1975 (Curtin 2006). The
people were not only interested in using products
which cause less harm to nature but were also
concerned about their health. To their surprise,
facts came up and proved that green products
are not only good for eco system and indirectly
them as they are also part of it, they realized that
it has direct effect on them and their health also
due to more element of purity (http://
forum.diit.info/index.php). Experts that time
were aware of normal traditional products and
its harmful effect on eco-system and in turn on
future generations but a set of population also
realized its importance which was aware of good
effects of green products on them or in other
words one can say better effect of green
products.

IMPORTANCE OF GREEN MARKETING

Marketing starts with money and ends with
money. Today most of human races are having
money driving societies. In the economic run all
are working hard to survive in the world as a
whole or society in narrow terms. Today one of
the important thing is in the competition to survive
in the market, all are conscious about finances.
So this creates an opportunity for green
marketing although every opportunity comes with
a negative aspect too. Opportunity in economic
terms is in a long run green marketing set up
which is beneficial but the drawback is its initial
set up cost is high which although when seen in
cumulative form is beneficial in every aspect.
Although prices are high but man exists in a
society where if action of one affects
others,effects are stopped sooner or later so
again sometimes damage is seen and sometimes
it is unseen. Slowly, environmentalists started
realizing that if man will think about economic
benefits only there won’t be any space left in
future to further create any havoc as future
generations will pay for present actions. So the
same thing either pays today or tomorrow is a
choice. Green marketing can be considered as
optimum utilization of natural resources so
definitely only economically sound men need to
rediscover processes and mould it in ecological
form to have economic benefits.

Another benefit is green marketing is an
intangible asset to every individual and society if
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they are part of it because benefits of it can’t be
touched but can be sensed easily. So no doubt it
creates good will for those practicing it and good
health for those using it. In economic terms, it is
thus beneficial for business classes which are
using it as it creates good will for them and
creates good health for not only society but for
environment  too  of which man is a part of.

Sometimes it is considered that green
marketing is meant for a premium class of people
but question now which arises is that  only
premium class which is benefited or is it whole
society. Again twisting the brain and answer all
know. When all humans are part of this eco-
system, all are equally benefited and hence it is
whole sole responsibility of all the human being
to maintain the proper balance of eco-system and
this can be brought back by green marketing.
Balance in eco-system is brought by green
marketing as green marketing maintains balance
between man and nature and as nature is
balanced, lives of men are balanced too so
ultimately balance in society.

Healthy lives- healthy society is an attention
drawing statement because it is naturally proven
that green products are less harmful for nature
as harmless products are still difficult because
least harm can be in the form of energy loss
during processing ( J. Ottmann, 1996). So when
human beings are using eco-friendly products
they bring healthy lives back too. Green products
are more close to nature hence purity factor is
closer to ideal products which actually do not
exist.

Return on investment is a financial tool most
commonly used to calculate profits so here is
return on investment and it is more than
imagination if thought carefully.

Sometimes it  is  economic need  only which
moulds time and business, sometimes it needs
investment of time only and basic need of green
marketing is this only. Instead of money, man
needs investment of time to think positively and
to educate itself about the need of green
marketing and then it needs time to educate
others and to make others aware why humans
are using green marketing and why others should
do the same. Time and tide wait for none and if
this time goes humans can’t mend the damages

caused due to their own carelessness for not
paying attention to environmental issues and not
practicing green marketing. Humans were
leading from healthy to unhealthy society and
hence this drew attention towards green
marketing.

One more meaning of society is a group of
people limited by geographical boundaries,
sharing common values and culture so what kind
of values human being is teaching to their future
generation? To harm nature for self benefit, to
live selfishly leaving nothing for future and
causing harm to others in the society?

Society exists because of some commitment
towards each other but humans do have silent
commitment for safety and health of others but
this is not possible without taking into
consideration the environment. Don’t you think
when humans are born on this earth they have
responsibility towards it also so this means there
exists commitment for the betterment of eco-
system so can man fulfill commitment towards
society without thinking of nature? Question will
remain unanswered till ages.

Is it necessary to use hazardous chemicals
which not only harm nature but hamper health
too? Can’t disposable material be used instead
of non-renewable one? Can’t human being think
of solar energy? These little changes in habit can
not only preserve environment and health but can
also save money, with little inconvenience today
human being can have comfortable tomorrow. It
is not only that this is the right way of using things
it also gives feeling of confidence that humans
are doing something good for the society as a
whole. Only thing is do little well to the society
and it will bring impressive changes to the nature.
So it is worth spending time and money on green
marketing to bring smiles to faces. It is something
worth enjoying serving people with care to nature
and nature will care for human being. Good
deeds bring good ideas to mind and give a feeling
of satisfaction.

So isn’t it beneficial to practice ecological
activities in daily lives. It only needs planning and
understanding of eco-friendly practices and thus
releases pressure from earth and thus in turn
leads humans one step ahead towards the
betterment of society. So if one is born as a
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businessman he only needs to introduce green
product, if one is manufacturer he needs to follow
green process, if one is a seller he needs to follow
green communication, if one is retailer he needs
to convey green messages and if one is a
consumer he needs to be green consumer and
thus completes green society so this completes
green cycle and brings balance into the eco-
system. So what human being is looking for one
only has to understand the role and behaves
according to need of time.

Green marketing also leads to optimum
utilization of natural resources and as they are
renewable, men will never have to face problem
of shortage of raw material or scarce resources,
only thing men can do is enjoy unlimited benefits
of natural resources which are available free of
cost and are unlimited. What a bonanza as this
can rarely be possible in case of non-renewable
resources.

ASPECTS OF GREEN MARKETING

 Since years people are becoming more and
more conscious of environmental issues as a
result of human activities and of course harmful
activities cause irreparable damage to the
environment. As resources are getting scares so
prices move up and it harms nature so pressurize
ecology also (https://www.google.co.in/search/
aspects+of+green+marketing). If think of ethical
aspect also, humans for their own benefit are not
only harming nature but also digging pitfalls for
their future generation. Instead of being aware
of negative consequences, human is not
practicing green marketing in day to day life.
When humans know green marketing is a must

for betterment, still they are leaving an unhealthy
environment for future generations.

These days Corporate Social Responsibility
is emerging as an amazing concept practiced in
firms as part of their social responsibility not only
towards society but towards nationwide
development. Not only is this, it is being practiced
on an international level. All the human beings
are joining hands for achievement of a common
goal of healthy life and secure future. Now,
marketing is not just a profit making source like
in past but these days, by posing a positive image
by practicing green marketing, companies are
gaining faith of customer and thus increasing their
market share. Now, companies gain trust of
people by making them believe that they are
putting extra efforts for better and comfortable
life. So now marketing is not just an activity driven
by companies for the upliftment of society but
green marketing in itself is a driving force gaining
its position not only in companies but also in
society.

If it comes to technology, it is a boon or curse
both ways. If it is used for the betterment of
human race accompanied with ecological
activities then only it can bring welfare of society
otherwise there is no use of using it if it harms us
and hampers our environment. When thought of
advancement in technology there have been new
inventions everyday but to give temporary
happiness and comfort but green marketing draw
attention of everyone to such technological
advances which are boon to nature.

GREEN MARKETING SOCIETAL SYSTEM
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There is a connection between
manufacturer, retailer, consumer and
stakeholders but when it comes to green
marketing there is a bond between all the human
beings which directly connects whole race to a
common cause that is nature. (https://
w w w. g o o g l e . c o . i n / s e a r c h = a s p e c t s +
of+green+marketing&espv).

Green products are based on fresh concept
popping into few minds to draw attention of
people thus we can say green marketing leads
to innovation and innovation brings life to
business. There are lots of success stories due
to innovation.

Green consumers are the aware citizens of
society who are early adapter of ecological
practices. They are the people ready to act to
the environmental issues and act as role model
to others. Green consumers are the leaders who
lead others towards the path of clean society.
Green marketing, as it is a concept, is still looking
for its place in the minds of people. Companies
are thinking of it even though many companies
are spending huge amount on its research,
nothing can be said clearly as green marketing
is in its growth stage and some people are taking
it as an opportunity rather others are more
comfortable with following trends so not ready to
invest into it.

Green marketing manufacturers tries to
follow process which results into less energy
leakage and optimum utilization of natural
resources which even though is higher in
investment but in long term result into something
better. Green marketing products are redesigned
to be less harmful to nature hence are result of
concerned mind and responsible thoughts.

Green products are having higher prices and
requirement is low so creates problems for
distributors to work on them alone and when it
comes to pricing issue normal products are
readily available to replace them at comparatively
cheaper prices.  So it’s a loophole in the system
to be solved along with other issues but however
more number of people are coming up as aware
citizens of society and working in the direction of
green marketing so human beings are leading
from darkness of harmful activities to the light of
healthy environment.

GREEN MARKETING MIX

Green marketing have brought changes to
the marketing mix also, now 7 Ps are taking
different shape and are molding as per need of
green consumers and green companies (http://
www.cim.co.uk/files/7ps.pdf).Today men need to
maintain a proper balance between nature and
them.

Modified 7 Ps of Green marketing  Product

Green products are less harmful due to their
very features but one most important feature is
less wastage of energy involved in its various
stages.  There is need to redesign products to
meet the environmental standards and these
standards should be carefully set after proper
analysis and measurement. Green products are
also modified to suit the requirement of eco-
system and society in turn.

Price

Green products are bit costly and a large
set of people is of the opinion that they don’t mind
in buying green products over the other and they
would have definitely preferred green products
if they are available with other products at the
same prices. So this is one of the hurdles in the
growth of green products and its future and
sooner or later our future too. Green product
paves way for itself due to its exclusive property
of less harm to nature. There are unique selling
proposition by green products that they are more
environmental friendly and thus draw attention
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of people towards it and society as a whole.
Green consumers no doubt will not change their
decision to buy green product as they are able
to understand the bigger benefits in terms of little
difference in features.

Place

Although in a positive light one can say that
place is an essential element of nature so
whatever human beings are doing are doing for
healthy and clean environment so although green
products may not seem to have a direct
connection with place but in a broader sense why
to restrict green products in terms of places.

Promotion and its associated benefits

Promotion strategies are focused on
creating awareness and product benefits so need
little extra efforts for green products as the
message is not although new but still new for
people (www.ecomarkproject.eu ). Promotion is
the way by which one communicates the benefits
of a product.

Personal and individual benefits: If green
products are considered, they always have this
edge that they are fit for health and provide
wellness. Indirect effects of using these products
specially related to health are providing relaxation
to senses and relieve stress on us as well as
eco-system. Skill building promotional message
can be- we care for you, you care for nature can
be best benefits communicated through mind
driving forces.

Economic benefits:  Ultimate aim of every
business is economic well being, a most
important force driving common masses too, so
when it comes to green products as compared
to other products, it is preventative measure for
health as they consist of natural substances and
natural process. However, if talked in profits terms
one shouldn’t mind in paying extra for long term
benefits either talking of seen benefits in terms
of health or less wastage or unseen benefits in
terms of balance eco-system.

Social benefits: One of the most important social
benefits of green products is it makes humans
connected with nature and more socially
responsible for betterment of society. It not only
gives sense of morally as well as ethically

corrects but also motivates others to display the
same behavior and being recognized as mature,
sensible and responsible individual of society. It
creates strong image and brings us among group
of green consumers. So gives a sense of
belonging to society also.

Environmental benefit:  Main theme of green
products is conservation of eco-system and
rehabilitation of environment  so lowers energy
costs also. These are the products which are less
harmful for nature because even if it doesn’t harm
environment directly there is loss of energy
involved in one or the other process as per J.
Ottmann.

So when proper modes of promotion are
accompanied with correct benefit of green
products, they definitely sound superior and
appealing and if understood carefully draws
everyone’s attention.

People

When it comes to green consumers, no
doubt they have different view towards
environment and have deeper understanding of
future issues and thus have a great impact on
society. But still they can be differentiated on the
basis of following criteria (Saxena ,2010):

True-blue greens- They have highest level of
commitment while changing their habits as per
requirement of environment hence can be
considered as most ethically and morally driven
people who are ready to take initiatives and thus
serve as role model for others.

Green-back greens -  They have understanding
of need to take preventive steps for saving the
environment and are ready to support the cause
in financial terms but are still to adopt change in
their behavior for the sake of nature. So although
they are not initiators but are fast followers and
morally driven too.

Sprouts-They are in the learning phase to
change their behavior and habits for the sake of
environment so can be considered a neutral class
of people and can be placed in mid of green and
brown consumers.

Grousers- They are the people who know the
problem but are not ready to accept that they
are also responsible for environmental issues
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and solely believe that being environmentally
friendly is the responsibility of companies which
are responsible for such issues.

Basic brown- They are the people who are not
able to understand their role in the environment
issues and are carried away with traditional
marketing as they don’t believe that their little
efforts can bring the change to the environment.

Process

To follow the green process first there is
need to have green approach and solutions
which can bring back life to damaged eco-system
and lethargic society. There should be green
product designs as per standards followed by
green manufacturing process which involve less
wastage of energy. There should be international
green quality standards followed to have proper
base so process modification is also one of the
alternative. There should be proper market
research on the target green consumers which
is also indirect process of green marketing to
avoid wastage caused due to redesigning.
Products should be modified as per target
customers and the development in the field of
green marketing as well as other related areas.
There should be green supply chain to ensure
reuse and sustainability and then proper green
channels should be used for adequate green
communication to the masses which should also
include green technologies. Timely testing and
consultation with internal and external knowledge
workers can avoid green process turning into
normal process.

Physical evidences

Green products are value added products
and are identified by their labeling. Green
packaging techniques either cost more or have
shorter life span which result in early spoilage
but side by side it facilitate recycling and reduce
damage to eco- system and help to maintain a
proper balance between its various components.

If one considers global trends now societies
are paying attention to environmental sensitivity
of packaging and in fact European countries have
guidelines for packaging. Proper labeling is used
to inform the customer and laws are made
against malpractices. Warranty is also introduced
to prevent losses to customer and hence lowers

post dissonance.

Green communication

Green communication needs extra efforts to
make place in mind of customers. Proper green
communication is required through green
channels for recognizing green products when
placed along with other products.

CONCLUSION

Awareness is a need in field of green
marketing as if customers are aware none of the
other factors can prevent the green marketing to
take its place in the society. Only need is to realize
the need of time and save the future. What human
beings were doing in the past were mistakes due
to unawareness about the negative
consequences of marketing but what humans are
doing now, instead of awareness about the
negative consequences, is that humans are
closing their eyes towards future generations
which may even disappear due to irresponsible
attitude towards nature and the thing is future
generations are a far off thing by not using green
marketing, humans are harming society at
present. Time is precious but not at the cost of
blank future so all need to do is pay little attention
towards green marketing, do little efforts to create
awareness in others and contribute little for a
better future.
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